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Abstract 
Now days due to rapid growth of data in organizations, extensive data processing is a central point of Information Technology. 
Mining of Association rules in large database is the challenging task. An Apriori algorithm is widely used to find out the frequent 
item sets from database. But it will be inefficient in case of large database because it will require more I/O load. Later drawback of 
the Apriori algorithm is overcome by many algorithms / parallel algorithms (model) but those are also inefficient to find frequent 
item sets from large database with less time and with great efficiency. Hence hybrid architecture is proposed which consists of 
integrated distributed and parallel computing concept. The main idea of new architecture is that we combine distributed as well as 
parallel computing in such a way that it will be efficient to find out frequent item sets from large databases in less time. It also 
handle large database with efficiently than existing algorithms. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of ICCCV 2016. 
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1.  Introduction 
To extract useful and actionable information from big data, the information technology (IT) world is face big problems 
today. At present the data existing is in Tera or peta bytes and is supposed to increase to peta or zetta bytes in nearby 
future in various organizations. 
An Association rule plays an important role in recent data mining techniques. The purchasing of one product along 
with another related product represents an association rule. Association rules are used to show the relationships 
between data items. Association rules are frequently used for different purposes like marketing, advertising and 
inventory mart. Association rules find out common usage of items. This problem is motivated by applications known 
as market basket analysis to find relationships between items purchased by customers [4] [5]. i.e., what kinds of 
products tend to be purchased together? 
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The associations between data are complicated and most of them are hidden. Association rule mining is the mostly 
used method in Association Knowledge Discovery which aim is to find out the hidden information. The most famous 
is the Apriori algorithm which has been brought in 1993 by Agrawal, etl [1]. But it has two deadly bottlenecks [2]. 
(1) It needs great I/O load when frequently scans database. 
(2) It may produce overfull candidates of frequent item sets. 
 
Data mining concepts and techniques are applicable for all the application areas. Its application is also expanded from 
market basket analysis to varieties of areas like customer segmentation, medicine, electronic commerce, classification, 
clustering. To improve the efficiency of the mining algorithms parallelism is viewed upon as an effective concept. 
Even though, there are some application areas where we are unable to exploit parallelism successfully, data intensive 
applications can be easily parallelized when compared to computational intensive applications. However, most of the 
algorithms suffer from its time-consuming process. Parallel and Distributed algorithms resolve this problem by 
applying the parallelization techniques [20][21]. 
To solve the bottleneck of the existing system proposed system will used hybrid model and the main goal of the 
recommended system is to improve time complexity. 
1.1 Motivation 
Data mining is also known as Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD). Data mining is a relative technology that’s 
not fully grown. Despite this, there are a number of industries that are already using it on a regular basis. The 
performance benefit comes only when every partition of data is run by process on different processors. Also it is 
important that the data is partitioned equally so that the efficiency can be maximized. 
 
 This technology is popular with many businesses, because it allows them to learn more about their customers and 
make smart marketing decisions by using Association rule mining. 
 
Rapid advancement of IT technology has resulted accumulation of tremendous amount of data for organization and therefore 
extracting needed information from huge amount of data has been a big challenge. 
 
Scope: 
A traditional computer has single processor for executing a task. One way of increasing the computational speed is by 
using multiple processors within a single computer (multiprocessor) or alternatively multiple computers [7], operating 
together on a single problem, depending upon the problem and the amount of parallelism in the problem [2], which 
makes parallel computing timeless by continual improvements in the execution speed. Therefore, using parallel 
processors and Implementation of different algorithms makes Association Rules always a plus. 
 
2. Related Work 
The most famous is the Apriori algorithm which has been brought in 1993 by Agrawal which uses association rule 
mining [1]. 
 Association rules are usually required to satisfy a user-specified minimum support and a user-specified 
minimum confidence at the same time. Association rule generation is usually split up into two separate steps: 
1. Minimum support (threshold) is applied to find all frequent item-sets in a database. 
2. These frequent item-sets and the minimum confidence constraints are used to form rules. 
 
Advantage of this algorithm, it is easy to find frequent item sets if database is small but it has two deadly bottlenecks. 
First, It needs great I/O load when frequently scans database and Second, It may produce overfull candidates of 
frequent item-sets. 
 R. Agrawal etal. present an efficient algorithm that generates all significant association rules between items in the 
database. The algorithm incorporates buffer management and novel estimation and pruning techniques [1]. Also 
represent results of applying algorithm to sales data obtained from a large retailing company, which shows the 
effectiveness of the algorithm. 
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Association rule mining algorithms play a major role in the data mining research. Association rule mining algorithm 
is one of the data mining algorithms used to find the association between the items in the item set. Association rule 
mining is not only used widely for finding the patterns, it can also be extended for prediction. Its major drawback is 
that, it consumes a computational time. In order to reduce the execution time, the parallel and distributed based 
algorithms are brought into play. R.Sumathi and E.Kirubakaran highlights the architectural aspects related to parallel 
association rule mining (PARM). The ways of achieving parallelism and in turn reduced computational time by 
employing task and data parallelism in multiprocessing and multi computing environment is analyzed [2]. Another 
major issue encountered by PARM is load balancing. To overcome this, they suggest the incorporation of dynamic 
load balancing in PARM.  
 
Subsequently the expansion of the physical supports storage and the needs ceaseless to accumulate several data, the 
sequential algorithms of associations' rules research proved to be ineffective. Thus the introduction of the new parallel 
versions is imperative. K.Belbachir and H.Belbachir propose a parallel version of a sequential algorithm "Partition" 
[3]. It is fundamentally different from the other sequential algorithms, because it scans the data base only twice to 
generate the significant association rules. By consequence, the parallel approach does not require much 
communication between the sites. The proposed approach was implemented for an experimental study. The obtained 
results, shows a great reduction in execution time compared to the sequential version and Count Distributed algorithm. 
 
To handle problem of extracting frequent item sets from a large uncertain database is technically challenging task. L. 
Wang et al. develop an approximate algorithm, which can efficiently and accurately discover frequent item sets in a 
large uncertain database [4]. Author proposes incremental mining algorithms, which enable Probabilistic Frequent 
Item set (PFI) results to be refreshed. This reduces the need of re-executing the whole mining algorithm on the new 
database, which is often more expensive and unnecessary. Algorithm examine how an existing algorithm that extracts 
exact item sets, as well as novel approximate algorithm, can support incremental mining.  
Mining high utility item sets from a transactional database refers to the discovery of item sets with high utility like 
profits. Although a number of relevant algorithms have been proposed, they incur the problem of producing a large 
number of candidate item sets for high utility item sets. Such a large number of candidate item sets degrades the 
mining performance in terms of execution time and space requirement. The situation may become worse when the 
database contains lots of long transactions or long high utility item sets. V.S Tseng et al propose two algorithms, 
namely utility pattern growth (UP-Growth) and UP-Growth+, for mining high utility itemsets with a set of effective 
strategies for pruning candidate item sets [5]. The information of high utility itemsets is maintained in a tree-based 
data structure named utility pattern tree (UP-Tree) such that candidate itemsets can be generated efficiently with only 
two scans of database. The performance of UP-Growth and UP-Growth+ is compared with the state-of-the-art 
algorithms on many types of both real and synthetic data sets. 
 
T. Tassa proposed a protocol for secure mining of association rules in horizontally distributed databases. The main 
ingredients in our protocol are two novel secure multi-party algorithms-one that computes the union of private subsets 
that each of the interacting players hold, and another that tests the inclusion of an element held by one player in a 
subset held by another. This protocol offers enhanced privacy with respect to the protocol. In addition, it is simpler 
and is significantly more efficient in terms of communication rounds, communication cost and computational cost [6]. 
 
Existing association rule mining algorithms and modules supply to a centralized environment, such as database or 
data warehouse. With the development of distributed database and network technology, they don’t meet the needs of 
mining rules from distributed data sets. Wenliang et al. provides a mining model based on the distributed database 
and a corresponding effective mining algorithm. Using association rules of market basket analysis, integrate every 
database file, then get the mining result, and make a further mining upon the mining method, transport the rules which 
are not fit with the requirements back to each distributed station to make a more accurate mining process, thus avoiding 
the frequent network communication. This algorithm can reduce frequent communication burden, they has a 
distinguish virtue in parallel arithmetic computing and asynchronous operation & heterogeneous mining [7]. 
To protect corporate privacy, the data owner transforms its data and ships it to the server, sends mining queries to the 
server, and recovers the true patterns from the extracted patterns received from the server. F.Giannotti et al. study the 
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problem of outsourcing the association rule mining task within a corporate privacy-preserving framework. Proposed 
an attack model based on background knowledge and devise a scheme for privacy preserving outsourced mining [8]. 
This scheme ensures that each transformed item is indistinguishable with respect to the attacker’s background 
knowledge, from at least k−1 other transformed items. This comprehensive experiment on a very large and real 
transaction database demonstrate that our techniques are effective, scalable, and protect privacy. 
 
Z. Zhao proposed to measure pattern frequentness based on the possible world semantics. Established two uncertain 
sequence data models abstracted from many real-life applications involving uncertain sequence data, and formulate 
the problem of mining probabilistically frequent sequential patterns (or p-FSPs) from data that conform to our models. 
However, the number of possible worlds is extremely large, which makes the mining prohibitively expensive. Inspired 
by the famous PrefixSpan algorithm, they develop two new algorithms, collectively called U-PrefixSpan, for p-FSP 
mining [9]. U-PrefixSpan effectively avoids the problem of “possible worlds explosion”, and when combined with 
four pruning and validating methods, achieves even better performance. Also proposed a fast validating method to 
further speed up U-PrefixSpan algorithm.  
 
Existing approaches to finding co-location patterns have several shortcomings: (1) They depend on user specified 
thresholds for prevalence measures; (2) they do not take spatial auto-correlation into account; and (3) they may report 
co-locations even if the features are randomly distributed. Segregation patterns have yet to receive much attention. S. 
Barua and J. Sander proposed a method for finding both types of interaction patterns, based on a statistical test. 
Proposed a model for the null distribution of features so spatial auto-correlation is taken into account and Design an 
algorithm for finding both co-location and segregation patterns [10]. Also develop two strategies to reduce the 
computational cost compared to a naïve approach based on simulations of the data distribution, and proposed an 
approach to reduce the runtime of our algorithm even further by using an approximation of the neighbourhood of 
features.  
 
Liu Han-bing et al. proposes a new efficient incremental updating algorithm for mining association rules (ATLUP).It 
resolves the problem of updating the association rules when increasing transaction database without changing the 
minimum support and minimum confidence. Main features of their algorithm were frequent item sets of new 
transaction database were produced by AprioriTidList algorithm, and candidate item sets were classified and pruned 
in effective ways [11]. It uses intersection operation of item's tidlist to replace scanning database, therefore, the time 
of scanning database and the number of candidate item sets are reduced. Hence efficiency of updating association 
rules is improved. 
 
Due to the huge size of database and increasing amount of computation, a number of parallel algorithms have already 
been proposed. In order to achieve high-performance parallel computing, it is necessary to reduce redundant 
computation and avoid too much communication between parallel tasks, and achieve load balancing. YueShen  and 
Zhaongqian Fu proposes a parallel algorithm based on multi-processor, are concerned about the distribution of parallel 
tasks to improve the utilization of computing resources. These methods often require a compromise in computation, 
communication, load balancing, etc. This method does not require redundant communication or computation, but can 
achieve load balancing so as to fully utilize the computing resources[12]. 
 
Many current data mining tasks can be accomplished successfully only in a distributed setting. The field of distributed 
data mining has therefore gained increasing importance in the last decade. The enormity and high dimensionality of 
datasets typically available as input to problem of association rule discovery, makes it an ideal problem for solving on 
multiple processors in parallel. The primary reasons are the memory and CPU speed limitations faced by single 
processors. S. Paul used an Optimized Distributed Association Rule mining algorithm for geographically distributed 
data used in parallel and distributed environment so that it reduces communication costs [13]. The response time with 
the communication and computation factors were considered to achieve an improved response time. 
Developing fast and efficient algorithms that can handle large volumes of data becomes a challenging task due to the 
large databases. N. Li et al. implement a parallel Apriori algorithm based on MapReduce, which is a framework for 
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processing huge datasets on certain kinds of distributable problems using a large number of computers (nodes). This 
proposed algorithm can scale well and efficiently process large datasets on commodity hardware [14]. 
 
In the emerging networked environment, encountering situations in which databases residing at geographically 
distinct sites must collaborate with each other to analyze their data together. But due to large sizes of the datasets it is 
neither feasible nor safe to transport large datasets across the network to some common server. These novel algorithms 
that can process the databases at their own locations by exchanging needed information among them and obtain the 
same results that would have been obtained if the databases were merged [15]. S. Bhatnagar present an algorithm for 
mining association rules from distributed databases by exchanging only the needed summaries among them. 
 
Z. Zong-Yuet al. proposes a parallel algorithm for mining frequent item sets based on bit matrix. The algorithm 
reduces the memory space and the I/O overhead, for it scans database only once and builds a compressed bit matrix. 
It combines both top-down approach and bottom-up approach to improve the efficiency of pruning, and uses dynamic 
scheduling parallel multi-threaded of OpenMP to mine frequent item sets [16]. The experiments show that this 
algorithm has higher computing efficiency than Apriori algorithm 
K. Shah and S.Mahajan attempt to maximize the efficiency of the parallel Apriori Algorithm and analyzes the 
performance of the algorithm over different datasets and over n processors on a commodity cluster of machines. In 
the Apriori Algorithm all processes need to synchronize after every pass. If any process is assigned more load than 
other processes in the system, the slowest process will dictate the speed of the program [17]. It is therefore important 
to ensure that load is equally balanced among all processes. Our algorithm determines the no. of running processes 
and divides the load equally so as to maximize the system performance and its efficiency. The experiments conducted 
show that the parallel algorithm scales well to the number of processes and also improves on the efficiency by effective 
load balancing. 
 
S.Einakian discusses parallel Data Mining architecture for large volume of data which eventually scanning billions of 
rows of data per record. Compare the different parallel algorithms for Association Rule Mining and discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of each method. Also compare the computational time of serial and parallel algorithms 
for Association Rule Mining [18]. 
 
Big Data concern large-volume, complex, growing data sets with multiple, autonomous sources. With the fast 
development of networking, data storage, and the data collection capacity, Big Data are now rapidly expanding in all 
science and engineering domains, including physical, biological and biomedical sciences. X. Wuet al. presents a 
HACE theorem that characterizes the features of the Big Data revolution, and proposes a Big Data processing model, 
from the data mining perspective. This data-driven model involves demand-driven aggregation of information sources, 
mining and analysis, user interest modeling, and security and privacy considerations [19].  Also analyze the 
challenging issues in the data-driven model and also in the Big Data revolution. 
The discovery of association rules is one of the very important tasks in data mining. Association rules help in the 
generation of more general and qualitative knowledge which in turn helps in decision making. Association rules deal 
with transactions of both binary values and quantitative data. Moreover many real world transactions consist of 
quantitative attributes. That is why several researchers have been working on generation of association rules for 
quantitative data. A.Gosain and M.Bhugra present different algorithms given by various researches to generate 
association rules among quantitative data. Also done comparative analysis of different algorithms for association rules 
based on various parameters [20]. 
 
F.Angiulli introduces a distributed method for detecting distance-based outliers in very large data sets. Our approach 
is based on the concept of outlier detection solving set, which is a small subset of the data set that can be also employed 
for predicting novel outliers [21]. The method exploits parallel computation in order to obtain vast time savings. 
Experimental results show that the algorithm is efficient and that it’s running time scales quite well for an increasing 
number of nodes. Also discuss a variant of the basic strategy which reduces the amount of data to be transferred in 
order to improve both the communication cost and the overall runtime. Importantly, the solving set computed by 
approach in a distributed environment has the same quality as that produced by the corresponding centralized method. 
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Its understand that shortage of the existing algorithms /systems are  Problem to deal with large amount of data, Problem 
of communication overhead, Problem of speedup, Problem of determination of support threshold, Problem of database 
multiple scanning. Parallel and Distributed algorithms resolve all the above problem of static data mining by applying 
the parallelization techniques and it is easy to achieved frequent item set with better time and space complexity. 
The various challenging tasks are: 
• Identify portion of work that can be concurrently.  
• Mapping the concurrent pieces of work onto multiple Processors running in parallel.  
• Distribute the input, output and intermediate data associate with program.  
• Managing accesses of data shared by multiple processors.  
• Synchronizing the processors at various stage of the parallel program execution 
Proposed Methodology 
A challenge for all applications is to explore the large volumes of data and extract useful information or knowledge 
for future actions. However, most of the algorithms suffer from its time-consuming process. Design architecture will 
generate FIS from large DB in minimum time by using distributed and parallel system [2]. 
A traditional computer has single processor for executing a task. One way of increasing the computational speed 
is by using multiprocessing. Another way of increasing the computational speed is by using multiple processors. 
Proposed system uses both the methods. 
General idea used is to partition the database into number of clusters and shrink number of candidates so that it is 
easily fit into main memory even if database is large. Hence to reduce the number of candidate it is proposed to, divide 
the whole database in to different cluster using PAFI algorithm After finding out the clusters,  matrix method of 
transaction reduction [3] is applied on each cluster so that it do not need to scan database again. 
 
3.  System Architecture 
Master-Slave configuration used in proposed architecture. Where master processor partitions the whole database into 
different clusters and distributes the clusters to slave processors [6]. Slave processor generates the frequent item sets 
using parallel system concept and submit frequent item set to master processor. 
As shows in figure 1 Propose system uses two algorithms. At the beginning in the master processor it uses PAFI for 
clustering and in the slave system it uses Matrix method on each cluster. It shows in the figure 1. 
 
 
Fig 1: Overall flow of proposed system architecture 
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4. Methodology: 
Database having huge number of transactions, where other available techniques to find Frequent item sets become 
infeasible. In such scenarios the task can be achieved in less time by using Distributed and Parallel Computing 
approaches. 
 
Fig. 2 shows Methodology used in proposed system and its key concerns. The master processor distributes the set of 
transactions as cohesive clusters to the slave.  This work is achieved by applying partitioning algorithms. After 
attaining a cluster each slave makes sub-clusters to find the frequent item sets by Appling parallel computing approach 
.Slave node reports to the master, after finding frequent item sets. And based on the results generated by slaves, the 
master integrates the frequent item sets and displays the result of frequently used items. 
 
 
Fig 2: Methodology used in proposed system  
 
After finding frequent item sets, slave node reports to the master and based on the results generated by slaves, the 
master integrates the frequent item sets and displays the result of frequently used items. 
Steps of proposed algorithm shown below: 
5. Experimental Results and Discussion 
This section includes example which are solved using proposed algorithm, the performance analysis of different size 
Input: Database, Threshold and Number of clusters. 
Output: Generate clusters, matrix and frequent item sets 
Steps:- 
1. Given set of transaction in the database. 
2. Read Number of clusters. 
3. Arrange all transaction in descending order in master database, put it in the list. 
4. As per input of number of cluster, select that many transactions in the list from the top and place it on the first 
position of every cluster. 
5. After selection of first transaction in every clusters scan all transaction one by one and put highest similarity or  
minimum 3 similar items transaction in that cluster. 
6. Step 5 will repeat till all transaction will be scanned. 
7. Select next cluster from the list and repeat step 5 and 6. 
8. Generate all clusters as per input. 
9. Send different cluster to different slave processor. 
10. Each slave processor generates the frequent itemsets from the cluster given to it using improve apriori algorithm. 
11. After generating frequent itemsets by slave processor it will be submit frequent iemset to master database. 
12. Now master processor generates global frequent itemset. 
13. End 
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of dataset using proposed algorithm with existing three algorithms. The purpose is to observe, the performance of 
various algorithm with increase in number of transactions 
Example: Global DB of master processor consist of 50 Transactions and 15 items (A, B… O) in the database D as 
shown in Table I. 
After applying the clustering algorithm entire database of 50 transactions divided in to nine clusters as shown in Table 
II by master processor and Cluster 0,1,2 send to slave 1 processor , Cluster 3,4,5 send to slave 2 processor and cluster 
6,7,8 send to slave 3 processor as shown in Table III. Slave processors concurrently execute many clusters at same 
time and search out frequent item set. After finding out frequent itemsets, slave processors submit them to master. 
After combining and deleting redundant frequent itemsets of all slave processors, master declare the global frequent 
item sets.  
 
Table I: Set of transactions in the database 
TID Items TID Items TID Items TID Items 
T01 A,C,E,G,I T14 D,H,L T27 L T40 H,I 
T02 B,D,H,L,N T15 C,D,F T28 D,I,M T41 B,C,D,F 
T03 D,I,M T16 D,F,G T29 D,L,N T42 H,I 
T04 B,D,H T17 G,H T30 E,I T43 C,D,I,M 
T05 A,E,G T18 C,D,M,O T31 A,E,G,I T44 H,K,L 
T06 H,I,J,K,L T19 C,E,I T32 M T45 I,K,L 
T07 C,D,I,M,O T20 C,E,G,I T33 B,H,N T46 C,E,G,I 
T08 H,L,N T21 A,C,E,G,I T34 C,F,G T47 C,I 
T09 E,F T22 B,D,L,N T35 I,M T48 H,J,K,L 
T10 C T23 I T36 I,M,O T49 H,K,L 
T11 H,L T24 D,I,M,O T37 E,G T50 A,C,E,G 
T12 E,F,G,H,K,L T25 D,I,O T38 B,D,N   
T13 A,B,C,D,F,G T26 D,N T39 J,L   
 
Table II: Clusters with transactions 
                 
 
    
` Cluster 0, 1 and 2 send by master to slave 1. 
` Cluster 3, 4 and 5 send by master to slave 2. 
` Cluster 6, 7 and 8 send by master to slave 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cluster No. Transactions 
Cluster 0 T12,T44,T48,T49,T06 
Cluster 1 T13,T41,T50,T01,T15,T16,T21,T34 
Cluster 2 T01,T21,T31,T46,T50,T20,T05,T13,T19 
Cluster 3 T02,T22,T29,T33,T38,T04,T08,T14 
Cluster 4 T06,T48,T49,T12,T44,T45 
Cluster 5 T07,T18,T24,T43,T03,T25,T28,T36 
Cluster 6 T21,T01,T31,T46,T50,T20,T05,T13,T19 
Cluster 7 T22,T02,T29,T38 
Cluster8 T24,T07,T18,T03,T25,T28,T36,T43 
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Table III: Matrix of all clusters with frequent item set 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
Here concluded that proposed system is playing a very significant when there is main issue with large Database and 
its analysis. It is playing a significant role in Big Data investigation and giving frequent item sets very efficiently. 
In this paper, the novel architecture is proposed where the entire database divided into partitions of variable sizes, 
each partition will be called a cluster than each cluster is converted into matrix by matrix algorithm in the slave system 
and generate frequent item set from each cluster. Here Instead of entire database only some of the clusters are 
considered one at a time hence time required to swap in and swap out from  memory is less compare to apriori and 
Matrix algorithm as well as computational speed will be increase. It also reduces the redundant database scan and 
improves the efficiency. 
Hence novel architecture gives better performance than existing systems when there is large dataset and it gives 
better time complexity and space complexity. Research useful for following types of Domain/Organizations like Retail 
stores, E-Commerce, Banks, Insurance companies, Hospitals etc. Many of these organizations are combining DM 
with such things as statistics, pattern recognition and other important gear.  
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 T21  T01  T31  T46  T50  T20  T05  T13 T19  T02 T22 T29 T38  T24   T07  T18   T03   T25   T28   T36    T43 
A 
C 
E 
G 
I 
1       1 1      0      1       0       1     1     0 
1       1 0      1      1       1       0     1     1 
1       1 1      1      1       1       1     0     1 
1       1 1      1      1       1       1     1     0 
1       1 1      1      0       1       0     0     1 
B 
D 
8 
L 
N 
 
   1    1    0    1 
   1    1    1    1 
   1    0    0    0 
   1    1    1    0 
   1    1    1    1 
D 
I 
M
O 
   1         1     1       1    1       1     0        1 
   1         1     0       1    1       1     1        1 
   1         1     1       1    0       1     1        1 
   1         1     1       0    1       0     1        0 
FIS:  <A,C,E,G> <C,E,G,I> <A,E,G,I> FIS:  <B,D,N>  <D,L,N> FIS  <D,M,O>  <I,M,O> <D,I,M> 
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